Sealing compound

Features

- Adheres to wet and dry surfaces
- Fast & easy to apply
- Water and gas impermeable
- Long-term protection, does not age

- Wall inlets below groundwater level
- Seals running water leaks
- Wall penetrations inside buildings
- Multi-pipe & cable inlets
STOPAQ® 2100

Compound suited for sealing wall, pipe or cable inlets and hollow spaces against gases, moisture, standing water and running groundwater leaks.

Requires minimal surface preparation
- The sealing remains flexible

Adheres to wet and dry surfaces
- Does not require special application tools

Fast & easy to apply
- No material waste - paste re-usable

Long pot-life, does not become hard
- Immediate sealing: no curing time needed

Can resist up to 0.3 bar of groundwater pressure
- Provides permanent and optimal safety

Water and gas impermeable
- No fumes, no chemical reactions

Non-toxic - applicator and environment friendly
- Adjusts to movements of pipes & cables

Does not age
- Allows adding and removing of conduits at any time

For more info, check the product data sheet at www.STOPAQ.com

DISCLAIMER: In practice, materials, substrates and specific local conditions may differ in such a way that STOPAQ B.V. cannot assume any responsibility for coverage, performance or injuries from use. Liability, if any, is limited to the replacement of products. Intellectual property rights must be respected. All orders and deliveries from STOPAQ B.V. are subject to our Standard Terms and Conditions, registered with the Chamber Of Commerce Groningen under number 02327624.